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April 28th, 2014 
FANFH comments on the Transportation Systems Plan for Lake Oswego 
 
 
We have been told that this document is from the 50,000 ft. level therefore I am 
first going to address the overview. 
 
Goal F. Livability, Policy F-4  of the TSP states: 
‘Develop design standards that assure that pedestrian, bicycle, and storm water 
design elements are compatible with the neighborhood character and the street 
functionality.’ 
 
The FANFH Neighborhood Plan is very clear on neighborhood character - 
pg 5   ‘narrow streets without sidewalks’ 
pg 6   ‘minimum paved area’ 
pg 14 ‘retain the “country lane” character of the streets 
pg 15 ‘protect single family residential street character by eliminating the 
requirement for curb and gutter in all single-family zoned areas’ 
pg 28 ‘limit impervious surfaces in First Addition/Forest Hills to allow surface 
water runoff to percolate into the soil’ 
None of the cross sections provided in the draft TSP represent these 
prerequisites.  
Please provide a description and cross section in the TSP that legitimizes 
and secures this neighborhood vetted and approved design. 
 
 
 
Projects in the residential portion of our neighborhood need to be vetted by the 
neighborhood and amended into our neighborhood plan before being placed on  
a city planning document intended to create a vision to guide the next 20 years. 
 
Remove Project 219 
C Ave Sidewalk - 10th St to Country Club 
This project is not in the neighborhood plan and there has been no neighborhood 
process that supports this project. It would create a massive parking problem. 
The abutting church on every Sunday is parked two deep in their lot and parking 
extrudes up and down the neighboring streets. The neighborhood is barely 
coping as is. 
 
Remove Project 214 
Sunningdale Rd Sidewalks - Andrews Rd to 10th St 
This project is not in the neighborhood plan and there has been no neighborhood 
process that supports this project. There is already completed a safe route to 
school connection from 10th to Andrews and along Sunningdale for pick-up and 
drop-off (not noted on the TSP map). The remainder of Sunningdale 
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accommodates parking for ball games and currently is aligned with the concepts 
in the neighborhood plan. 
 
Remove Project 215 
10th Street Sidewalk- E Ave to G Ave 
This project is not in the neighborhood plan and there has been no neighborhood 
process that supports this project. The neighborhood plan stopped the 10th 
Street Pathway at E to maintain the ‘country lane’ character of the neighborhood.  
 
Remove Project 216 
F Ave Pathway-10th St to ACC 
This project is not in the neighborhood plan and there has been no neighborhood 
process that supports this project. It is deep in our neighborhood and the intent is 
to maintain the ‘country lane’ character or FAN. 
 
Remove Project 217 
G Ave Pathway- 4th to 2nd St 
This project is not in the neighborhood plan and there has been no neighborhood 
process that supports this project. It is deep in our neighborhood and the intent is 
to maintain the ‘country lane’ character of FAN. 
 
Notation for Project 10 
E Ave Pathway- 4th to 10th St 
This project is not specifically designated in the neighborhood plan, but did go 
through a neighborhood process a number of years ago. It was a polarizing 
project within the neighborhood that brought out opposition from property owners 
whose property would be directly impacted. As noted in the TSP, storm water 
drainage is a major concern. 
 
Include us in Project 54 process 
The 6 corners intersection was not noted on the FANFH neighborhood sheet, but 
is in fact in our neighborhood plan. The LO Police confirmed that this intersection 
has had 2 accidents in the last 8 years with very high traffic flow. An extremely 
low rate. This intersection very much effects our neighborhood traffic flow and 
the FANFH Neighborhood Association needs to be included in any stakeholder 
group as this project goes forward. We need to know more about why staff is 
listing a project that reconfigures an entrance to our neighborhood and what 
study supports the listed approach.  
 
Include us in Project 135 process 
The Foothills Road Upgrade between D and E Avenues was not noted on the 
FANFH neighborhood sheet, but can have a large impact in how residents 
access FANFH and how cut-through traffic will impact our neighborhood. As 
such, the FANFH Neighborhood Association needs to be included as this project 
is designed. 
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Submitted on behalf of the 
FANFH Coordinating Committee 
 
by Carole Ockert 
Chair, FANFH 
 
 


